Carcinoma of the cervix: predictive value of clinical and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging assessment of prognostic factors.
This retrospective study assesses the predictive value of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to identify high risk cervical cancer patients. The MRI evaluation of morphologic risk factors in patients with invasive cervical carcinoma treated with definitive radiation therapy were correlated with clinical factors and with complete tumor regression (CTR) at 6 months, tumor local control (TLC), and patient outcome at 12 months after irradiation. Sixty-six patients, median age 44.5 years, with bulky Stage I or greater disease were included in the study. In univariate analysis, clinical International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stage had significant correlation with patient outcome, but it correlated poorly with complete tumor regression and tumor local control. In contrast, MRI stage showed significant correlation with complete tumor regression, tumor local control, and disease-free survival at 12 months. When each stage was analyzed separately, the greatest difference was demonstrated between clinical and MRI assignment of stage Ib disease. MRI Stage Ib disease significantly correlated with all three categories analyzed, while clinical Stage Ib did not. Superiority of MRI assessment of low stage disease was also evident in the detection of lymph node metastasis. Significant risk for nodal metastasis was related to tumor size greater than 4 cm, invasion of the parametria and urinary bladder, and stage of the disease. The multivariate analysis demonstrated that the most related variables in order of significance were the presence of juxta-regional and paraaortic lymph nodes, patient age, tumor size, and MRI tumor stage. This study demonstrates the value of MR imaging as an adjunct to clinical assessment of bulky invasive cervical cancer, rendering more complete assessment of morphologic risk factors important in patient prognosis.